
CASE STUDY

ETM RECYCLING

ETM Recycling is a waste management and transfer centre in Bristol. On 
Site Security have been offering ETM their services since March 2022. With 
a large fleet of lorries and machinery, a deterrent from theft is integral. 
Criminal activity is one of many drawbacks ETM faces. It is On Site 
Security’s priority to tackle these obstacles with bespoke security and 
safety solutions.

INTRODUCTION

ETM Recycling is prone to hazards if protocols aren’t followed correctly. The 
following is a list of duties that we carry out at this large Recycling site:

Fire Watch. Patrols to inspect waste piles and site in an entirety for 
the early warning for fire.

Masses of heavy machinery provoke trespasses and thieves to the 
site. .

Fewer workers on weekends, thus increasing their vulnerability.

THE PROBLEM

On Site Security decided to tackle ETM Recycling’s problems with the 
following security and safety solutions:

Conducting fire watches. They are also in charge of checking the 
balance of all levels on the control panels.

In addition to deterring trespasses from the site through hourly 
patrols, On Site Securi�ty officers are uniformed in brightly 
coloured security vests.

The officers ensure a presence on the weekends, taking on a 
huge responsibility to make certain that everything continues to 
run smoothly. They challenge everyone who enters the site 
without the correct PPE and escalates any issues to ETM site 
management.

THE SOLUTION



“Excellent service and prompt 
response to any changes that we 
make.”

On Site Security have kept an open dialogue with ETM Recycling about the services they are receiv�ing. 
They share weekly tag reports with manage�ment. These are digitally analysed to offer evi�dence that the 
guards have completed every task or patrol.

No fire incidents.

No trespassers or stolen goods.

Peace of mind. For On Site Security this is the most important outcome, reassurance that their 
site is taken care of in staff absence. On Site Secu�rity officers are familiar with the site and aware of 
ETM’s values and necessities.

“You can clearly see how sending ETM Recycling week�ly tag reports has made a positive impact in 
creating an element of trust between management and our securi�ty officers. Eliminating risk factors 
are a significant ne�cessity to both ETM Recycling and us at On Site Security.”

THE OUTCOME

-Health and Safety Manager, 
ETM Recycling

– Elise Hutchinson,Office Ad�ministrator, On Site Security
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